The question of existence of unique and square integrable solutions of the LippmannSchwinger. equation is examined for a class of separable non-local potentials. A simple procedure is given to obtain the equivalent potentials. ·The behaviour of the scattering wave function for the non-local separable potentials is compared with the same for a class of local potentials. The S-matrix is constructed for non-local separable potentials with Yukawa and Gaussian type r(r') dependence and their properties ru;:e investigated in both momentum (k) and angular momentum (l) plaqes. It is found that important analytical properties of the S-matrix for these non-local potential~ are similar to those obtained in the case of corresponding local P,,otei:ltials, namely Yukawa, and ·Gaussian potentials. § I. Introduction
§ I. Introduction
The Lippmann-Schwinger (L-S) equation plays a central role in the timeindependent non"relativistic scattering theory. In order to be assured of unique, square integrable and physically meaningful solutions of this equation, it is necessary to impose various constraints on the potentials. In the case of local potentials detailed investigations of such constraints are available in literature. 1 >-5 > One of the purposes of the present paper is to investigate the corresponding constraints .on the non-local interactions. This is important in view of the fact that non-local potentials are found to have many applications in various non-relativistic scattering probl~ms. including the three-bo'dy problem.
The analytical properties of the S-matrix have been topics of intense investigation in recent years. These properties have many applications in elementary particle physics and to a lesser extent in the non-relativistic scattering problems like nuclear scattering and reactions. Most of the analytical properties of Smatrix are established for spherically symmetric local potentials in non-relativistic scattering theory. In this paper we state the analytical properties of the S-matrix for two typical non-local pote.ntia:ls and compare them with those for the corresponding local potentials. We carry this out both in the complex momentum and· complex angular momentum planes. It is found that important analytical properties of the S-matrix for these two potentials are similar to those for the S-matrix for the corresponding local potentials.
In § 2 we obtain various sufficient conditions on the non-local potentials in order to have a unique square integrable (V) solutions for the L-S equation. Section 3 contains a discussion of equivalent local potentials and the behaviour of the scattering wave fun.ction as ~ function of r in the, case of local and nonlocal potentials. , In § 4 we make a comparison of the analytical prope:J::tie~. of the S-matrix for some typical non-local potentials and the corresponding local 
E is the total energ:y, H 0 is the "free" hamiltonian and .
H=Ho+ V. 
where
and m is the reduced mass. In (2·11) the integral over r converges if g1 (r)
is continuous in the interval O<r< oo an_d has the foil owing behaviour:
;-r-+o
In order to determine the conditions for the existence of the remaining triple integral we proceed as follows: , . First, using contqur integration technique we obtain·
We now make use of the following properties of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions : 7 > j.,
and obtain the following conditions ·for the existence of the integral on the r.h.s. of (2·16):
The above conditions together with the results given in (2 ·12a) and (2 ·12b) show that each term in the series given by (2 ·11) will exist for complex energies with non-zero imaginary part provided
gL(r)-7r-a, a<L T-+0
T-+oo (2·22a).
It is interesting at this stage to examine the conditions for. the existence of fulJ trace c;J. It is easy to obtain the result
In obtaining (2·24) from (2·23) we have made use of the relation
Eq. (2 · 24) . reduces to the well-known result
Thus we find that in general for a non-local potential (rl VIr'), c;[ exists if the energy is complex (with non-zero imaginary part) and if 
A. The case when o-~o
It can be seen that when 0' ~o, if E<O, the Jt, term presents no divergence difficulties. However, when E>O the integral over dk in (2·26), for example, diverges and hence becomes infinite. This difficulty persists even in a partial wave reduction of :;J. Therefore, in order to investigate the~-0'~0 case, a different approach is needed. In order to do this we follo~ the method of, Ref.
5). The constraints that we obtain by this procedure will guarantee the existence of positive energy solutions. We start with the modified L~S equation. 1 > Let us first consider tl).e case when f = 1.
The operator V 1 f2 is defined in the following sense:
(rJ VJr;>= J dr"(rJ V 112 Jr">(r"J V 1 f2Jr'>.
Let K den:ote the kernel of the modified L-S equation (2 · 28).
determine the constraints on V such that exists even in-the limit 0' ~o. We have
_ Making-use of. the asymptotic behaviour of the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, we find that 9:i' will exist. even in the limit a~b. provided g,(r) ~r-tJ, :/3>2.
The difference in the constraints on g, (r) given by (2 · 22a), (2 · 22b) and (2 · 37a),
(2 · 37b) shows that a unique real energy limit of the T-matrix (Go +7! = G V) can be guaranteed if g,(r) satisfies both set of constraints. 5 Vo=-V= V, 1 !1V 0 1 f2.
Then the Lippmann-Schwi nger equation for G+ = V0 1 f2G+ reduces to the form
Now the trace analysis of the kernel .Ko = V/f2'2o + V0 1 / 2 can be carried out using the procedure described earlier. . Before concluding this section the following correspondence between operator V 1 f2 and the functions g, (r) can be pointed out: Let f = 1 and trivTaf' p:roblem . and Gel'fand and Levitan'S'' work' on this 'iS' summarised :i.n :S,ef, 1),' §~ 20~ 21. It is straightforward to obtain VL (r) and we only state the ~E1sitlt:
,,
= 21 ·r;;. dr'r' 2 j 1 (kr') g,* (r').
n Jo ' 
Another point to be stressed here is that no matter what the strength of the non-local -potential (real) is, the denominator of (3 · 6) has at best one zero in the interval -oo<E;,<O. This can be verified by noting that atE=-oo, J (E) =1 and at E=O, J(l!:) <1 for the attractive potential (f= -1) and the slope of J(E)
as a funct,ion of E is ~egative in the interval -oo<E<O. From (3 · 9) we find that if the condition (3 ·11) is to be satisfied for non-localpotential of the type we are considering, the necessary requirement is that 3-a>l, Using the behaviour (3 · ll) of 1ff1 + (kr) Regge has constructed Voltetra type integral equations for the "regular solution"· in the potential' scattering. 10 > Our analysis shows that care should be taken in constructing similar integral equations in the case of non-local potentials.
As r--'; oo, however, ' fJf' 1 + (kr) has the usual scattering wave function behaviour:
This condition is the same for local potentials' satisfying (3 ·10). This is not surp~ising because the asymptotic boundary conditions fo~ scattering-waNe functions-obtained from either local potentials or non-local potentials is the '·same. § 4. Comparison of analytical properties of the S-matrix for local and non-local potentials: two specific cases Considerable work has been done on the analytical properties of Scmatrix of both locaP 0 > and non-local potentials. 6 ),1 1 >' 12 l' 9 l In· particular Cushing 9 > has studied the analyticity of S-mafrix for non-local se:Parable potentials with gi (r) = e-ar;rP •· P= 1/2, 3/2. Our ai~ in this section is only to point out the similarity in the analytical structure ·of the S-matrix for a local potentials with a radial form g1 (r), and the corresponding non-local separable potentials VNL= g1 (r) g1 (r'). This point will be illustrated with two specific examples: (1) Non-local separable potentials with a Yukawa form factor g1 (r):
(2) Non-local separable potentials with a Gaussian form factor g1 (r):
The reason for the above choice is the following:
The analytical properties Of s.matrix for local Yukawa potential is well known 10 ) and they are used in the construction of analytic S-matrix in strong interaction physics. We wish to determine if the S-matrix· for the non-local potentials with a Yukawa form factor retains similar analyticity properties. In this connection it is worth while to summarise the main analytical properties of S-matrix for a local Yukawa potential V(r) =e-pr jr. For the physical value of l, S1(k) is analytic in the entire finite k plane except for branch cuts starting from the 'branch points at k = ± i (tt/2), and poles corresponding to bound states, resonances, anti bound and :virtual· states. The branch points ·at k = ±•i (/-!/2) are starting points of two cuts from k= ±i(tt/2) to. k=±ioo. If lis not an integer, then k = 0 is a kinematical branch point. In the complex energy plane the k-plane cut from k= i (tt/2) to ioo ·transforms into the well-known '·'unphysical cut" from E="{-,p 2 /4) to E=-oo; in addition to this there is a unitarity cut from E=O to E=,oo in the E plane. The phase shift 0'1 (k) = 0 (k 21 + 1 ) ·as k--+0 ;. As k-+ +=, S, (k) --+1. In the angular momentum (l) plane S (l, k) is a meromorphic function ofl ana has the following asymptotic behaviour in the right half l-plane:
The reason for the second chqice is also interesting. It is found tha,t .because of the very rapid decrease of Gaussian potentials with increasing r in COlll,Jlarison with the Yukawa potential, S 1 (k) is a meromorphic function of k in the k plane ·without any branch points; if l is kept a positive integer. Similarly, for k>O and fixed, S 1 (k) i~:a.'~e:rol:norphic function of l. When lis qot integer, k=O is a kinematical branch point of. S1 (k). It is therefore interesting to determine the corresponding properties in the case of non-local separable, potential with a
Gaussian form factor g1 (r).
: -, · : . . , .
. .. ···'m~r~oyer (j1 (k) is an analytic function of:~k £ei~~;t)~f branch points at k = ±if.!. 
and noting .that-17 > 
Here f]) (a, c; x) is the confluent hyper geometric function, As a result one gets The behaviour of the leading term in ( 4 · 22) is the same as that of ( 4 · 20) as far as the exponential term is concerned. The main points of this section are these: The analytic properties {)f S--matrix for a local Yukawa potential and for the corresponding non~local ·separable potential are strikingly similar. This is also true for local Gaussian potential and a non-local separable potential with Gauassian form factor gi (r).
